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 Executive Abstract

Tools for active prevention during development can be used for automated test generation targeting

security aspects. This is a mature area that has seen a lot of research resulting in many test automation

methods and tools. In this report, we first show a taxonomy that characterizes the methods for active

prevention using automated test generation and instantiating this to the security context. The

taxonomy can support researchers and practitioners to identify, compare and evaluate automated test

generation methods in VeriDevOps. The resulting dimensions characterize automated test generation

and its use in software security testing. We demonstrate the use of the taxonomy by applying it to

several automated test generation tools from VeriDevOps. We overview these tools, in their initial

version, and their applications to VeriDevOps use-case scenarios.
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1.  Introduction

If software security testing is severely constrained, this typically means that less time is devoted to

manually designing highly effective test cases during development. As a solution to this problem, tools

for active prevention (such as automated test generation techniques [1]) have been proposed to

complement manual testing and allow some test cases to be created with less effort. To introduce such

tools for active prevention using automated test generation, we present a taxonomy and instantiate it

using different tools used in VeriDevOps. We focus on active testing tools targeting software security

[2]. Active testing tools avoid known categories of bugs that allow explicit attack techniques. These are

well-understood software implementation bugs that can show substantial disruption in the behavior

when an attacker initiates. In addition, these can break the software's security goals based on

particular security requirements. These bugs aimed to be detected by test generation tools are also

called implementation vulnerabilities.

Over the last decades, it has been a problem for both software professionals and researchers to

develop effective, applicable, and practically relevant test generation techniques and tools [1], [3].

With so many approaches in automated test generation, there is a risk of not assessing and adopting

properly these in practice, which makes it harder for practitioners to choose and use these tools. Many

software testing standards relate to testing techniques and test automation (e.g., ISO/IEC/IEEE 291191,

OMG UML Testing Profile2, TTCN-33). Even if these standards are relatively recent, they lack the depth

needed to deal with the sheer number of techniques used by automated test generation approaches.

In addition, the software security aspects are not tackled in an explicit manner. We propose a generic

process that can be used for active prevention.

2. A Generic Test Generation Process and Taxonomy

for Active Prevention
The process of automated test generation aims to find suitable test cases using a description of the test

objectives that guide towards a certain desirable security-related property. These test cases could

contain parameters to start the software, a sequence of steps and inputs, and the timing when these

steps should be supplied. In some cases, test cases might need to contain some other type of

information for a complete execution and evaluation of the system-under-test.

3 http://www.ttcn-3.org/

2 https://www.omg.org/spec/UTP/1.0/PDF

1 https://www.iso.org/standard/45142.html
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Since we did not limit to techniques generating test data fully automated, we focused on the only

secondary study [1] on automated test generation techniques regardless of their input software

artifacts. Based on this study, we chose to scope our focus to the following test generation categories:

structural testing, model-based testing, combinatorial testing, random testing and search-based testing

applied to software security. We reflected on our own experience in automated test generation and

used existing taxonomies for security model-based testing [4], [5]. In Figure 1.1, a typical setting for

active testing tools is identified based on the testing process outlined by Utting et al. [4], [5] and

extended using the methodology categories for automated test generation [1].

Figure 1.1 The Generic Test Generation Process in VeriDevOps. A test objective, in this case, relates to

different software testing goals targeting software security.

A generic process of automated test generation proceeds as follows:

● Step 1. A software artifact is used or created for the purpose of guiding the test generation. A

software artifact is either a specification of what the System-under-Test (SUT) should do or the

actual code of the SUT in different forms (e.g., source, executable code).

● Step 2. A test objective and method formally encodes the test criteria and describes how the

test generator should choose the resulting tests. This can relate to the structure of the
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software artifact (e.g., code or model coverage), random test goals, or to vulnerability-based

objectives.

● Step 3+4. A test suite is generated by running the software over many possible executions

using a certain method. Each method needs to monitor if the test objectives are met, which

can be achieved during test generation or just for test execution and evaluation of the test

results. This can be invasive (e.g., at code level) or non-invasive by focusing on the available

external interfaces.

● Step 5. Once Steps 1 to 4 are completed, a test suite is executed by running the software in an

online or offline manner.

● Step 6. The test results are based on the test evaluation that compares the actual outputs of

the SUT with the expected outputs as provided by the oracle such that the test results are

generated.

Test generation approaches can be quite different, but all of them have common underlying

dimensions that can be quite helpful when adopting these techniques in a certain software

development project when tackling software security. Given the generic test generation process shown

in Figure 1.1, we identified five dimensions corresponding to these steps (i.e., Software Artifact (Step

1), Test Generation (Steps 2, 3 and 4), Test Execution (Step 5) and Test Oracle (Step 6). Even though

there can be other steps in software security testing used in practice, we argue that the identified steps

are most commonly conducted when using automated test generation in VeriDevOps and the

industries targeted by this project. This taxonomy of automated test generation approaches has five

categories shown in Figure 1.2. This gives an overview of the taxonomy where the tree leaves indicate

options that are not incompatible (for example, some approaches may use more than one generation

objectives).
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Figure 1.2 Overview of the Test Generation Taxonomy used in VeriDevOps

2.1. Software Artifact

Creating the software artifact is reflected by the three dimensions within the software artifact

category: type, notation, and interface. These are used in the software artifact type categorization [6]

and the model-based testing taxonomy [5], [6]. The first dimension refers to the type of software

artifact used as an input to the test generation process. Software is multidimensional and consists of a

variety of artifacts related to data (i.e., test results, graphical user interface, database), code (source or

executable), and documentation (i.e., requirement, design, and test specifications). The second
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dimension refers to the notation style used to describe the software artifact. Many different notations

have been used for representing the expected or the actual behavior of software artifacts and their

related security aspects. To differentiate between language styles [7], we group them into textual,

graphical and hybrid languages. The last dimension relates to the input-output interfaces [5], [6], which

answers the following question: does the software artifact specify only the test inputs (or the sequence

of test inputs), or does it specify the input-output behavior of the SUT? This is an “x/y” tree leaf

alternative that indicates incompatible alternatives. For example, combinatorial test generation tools

will be used to represent test inputs and do not specify the expected outputs.

2.2. Test Generation

Three dimensions under this test generation category define the test objectives used to select the

generation of test cases as well as the monitoring of these objectives. Since this category partially

reflects the test generation dimensions in the model-based testing taxonomy [8] [5], we use their

categorization for reflecting which kinds of test objective criteria and monitors they support. These

criteria are structural coverage, combinatorial coverage, requirement coverage, random, and

fault-based/vulnerability/mutation coverage. In addition, we classify the test generation method that is

used to derive test cases using graph search algorithms, meta-heuristic techniques, model checking,

symbolic execution, theorem proving, and fuzzing. In addition, the test monitor dimension refers to the

types of monitoring needed to evaluate if certain test objectives are met during test generation. This

dimension is based on the concretization adaptor in the process of model-based testing [5] and the

needs of different automated test generation methodologies and can be of two types: invasive and

non-invasive. Automated test generation can use instrumentation at code and internal interface levels

for invasive monitoring. However, when this is not needed or is not practically possible, automated test

generation uses a non-intrusive instrumentation activity that can always be measured static or using

external interfaces. For example, the coverage information can be obtained from the SUT source code

for code coverage-based test generators. In many cases (e.g., embedded systems), this kind of

instrumentation could impose an overhead that may alter the program execution behavior. Therefore

other non-invasive monitoring techniques can be used.

2.3. Test Execution

The test execution dimension is concerned with how test case generation relates to test execution. This

dimension is also used in the model-based testing taxonomy [5]. Test execution is done either online or

offline from the test generation. Some tools support both (e.g., model-based testing tools such as

GraphWalker).
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2.4. Test Oracle

The last category relates to how automated test generation tools determine whether a given test case

is acceptable or not. This should not be confused with the abstract information contained in the

security requirement and design specification. An oracle is an implementation of a specification and is

used to judge the correctness given the generated test data. We use the categorization of test oracles

of Barr et al. [9] in which the test generation tools can use specified oracles (formally specified models),

derived oracles (derived from the software artifacts or system executions), implicit oracles (by relying

on general, implicit knowledge to distinguish between a system’s correct and incorrect behavior), and

human oracles when a human being is checking the results of the generated test cases. For example,

metamorphic testing [9], [10] is using derived oracles out of metamorphic relations that must hold

among different software executions.

3. Classification Criteria For Active Software Security

Testing

Felderer et al. [4] focused on the following security aspects to select security test cases and the

available evidence of using these approaches: filter criteria and evidence criteria. The first criteria

include the specification of the system security model, the security model, and explicit test generation

and selection criteria. In combination, these artifacts determine security-specific system traces that are

of interest for software security testing purposes.

Furthermore, these criteria address specific techniques of security vulnerability testing, for example,

risk-based testing, fault-injection, fuzz testing, and vulnerability coverage. In addition, evidence criteria

relate to the industrial applicability and utility of automated test generation approaches. Figure 1.3

gives an overview of these criteria and their dimensions.
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Figure 1.3. Security testing classification criteria [4] connected to our taxonomy.

System security models (shown in Figure 1.3) are partial system artifacts that focus on security aspects.

These models consist of security properties, vulnerabilities, and functionality of security mechanisms.

Examples for models of vulnerabilities include security-related mutation operators or logical mutation

operators connected to software security testing.

Security artifacts of the environment are related to the security aspects related to system behavior's

causes and potential consequences. These could be of two types (as shown in Figure 1.3): threat

models describing threats and attack models describing sequences of actions to exploit vulnerabilities.

Attack models may be testing strategies such as fuzzing that generate test cases.

The test selection criterion relates to the aspects of test generation mentioned in Section 2.3. For

example, in mutation security software testing, the mutants are similar to vulnerabilities, and the

generated tests simulate attacks.

Evidence criteria (and shown in Figure 1.3) are used to show how much evidence is available

concerning the practicality of an active software security testing approach. As evidence has several

aspects, these criteria incorporate maturity of the evaluated test generation approach and the

evidence measures when applying these in practice. The criterion maturity of the evaluated active

security testing approach captures the degree of deployment of the system under test used to assess

the test generation approach (e.g., prototype, premature system, and production system). In addition,

we use evidence measures to specify the qualitative or quantitative assessment criteria, e.g., fault

detection. The number of found vulnerabilities or mutations is of interest to security testing objectives.
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4. Active Prevention Tools and Their Application

4.1. CompleteTest - CODESYS Edition for Test Generation

CompleteTest [11] is a technique in which the input model is annotated with coverage information, and

the checked properties are generated as a single timed test sequence. Unlike other methods,

CompleteTest delivers a strategy to develop test cases for various code coverage criteria (as described

in Section 2) instantly appropriate to industrial control IEC 61131-3 software. In CompleteTest, the

UPPAAL model-checker is used for automated test generation using code and mutation goals. For a

thorough summary of testing with model checkers, we direct the reader to Fraser et al. [12].

CompleteTest is a tool for automated test generation founded on model checking and timed automata.

CompleteTest can use code coverage measures to develop test cases (as shown in Figure 1.4), provide a

method for the user to choose a program, create tests for a sample of coverage criteria, visualize the

developed test information, and define the correctness of the outcome made for each generated test

by directly comparing the actual test result with the expected output (as delivered manually by the

tester). CompleteTest joins as a client to the model checker and confirms properties against the model.

A trace parser gathers a diagnostic trace from the model checker. It outputs an executable test case

including inputs, current outputs, and timing details (i.e., the time parameters). In addition,

CompleteTest was expanded to support mutation testing (as covered by the test generation taxonomy

in Sections 2 and 3), a technique for automatically generating faulty implementations of a program to

improve the fault detection ability of a test case. These faults are related to logical faults that an

attacker can use to enable specific attack techniques.

Figure 1.4 Graphical Interface of the Toolbox

A series of studies [13]–[16] based on industrial use cases shows the relevance of using automated

test generation in practice. These results indicate that automated test generation is efficient in

generating tests and scales well for industrial IEC 61131-3 FBD software. Automated test generation

can reach comparable code coverage as manual testing conducted by human subjects but in relatively

little testing time. These investigations support the conclusion that automatically generated tests are

narrowly worse at uncovering defects and vulnerabilities in terms of mutation scores than manually

created test cases. These results cover the Evidence category of the taxonomy shown in Section 3.

The primary purpose of the user interface layout is to fulfill the actual requirements of an

industrial tester. Although there is an option for fine-tuning the configuration parameters of the
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underlying UPPAAL model-checker, most of these are set to default values, making the tool directly

ready for use upon startup. Figure 1.5 depicts menu options for the toolbox, listing chosen default

values for the parameters and the coverage criteria. These activities cause the tool to develop a set of

test cases that cover all branches. The attempt continues until all branches have been covered, or the

tool runs for 10 minutes even if branches are still not encountered. We discovered that when the tool

is applied to the existing programs, the model checker can generate tests in a couple of minutes.

Figure  1.5 User Features of CompleteTest.

Application to the case studies in the VeriDevOps project: CompleteTest is used on the ABB use case

by targeting the integration with CODESYS development environment during the unit and integration

testing. It focuses on prevention at the design level using FBD IEC 61131-3 programs by the generation

of test cases using adaptive random testing and fuzz testing targeting the detection of code

vulnerabilities or faulty behaviors prone to security issues. The idea is to guide the randomized creation

of new test inputs by feedback about the execution of previous inputs and avoid redundant inputs. In

addition, we generate illegal inputs that can be used in the ABB case study as well as ways to measure

effectiveness in terms of mutants detected.

Basic Test Model Generation and Test Generation using Random Testing and Fuzzing

Figure 1.4 shows the result of the tool for this use case executed. The figure illustrates several kinds of

information displayed to the tester in a table with the test inputs and outputs (points 1,2,3 in Figure

1.4) and a set of additional data and actions (points 4, 5, and 6 in Figure 1.4). The numbered attributes

required to be observed in this scenario are also shown in Figure 1.4:
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1. Steps and Timing details concerning the specific test data supplied to the running program.

2. Developed test data required to achieve the highest coverage of the given program or using a

random generation of test cases.

3. Editable area of the test data, where the tester can supply desired outputs for a specific set of

inputs based on a specified behavior in the requirements. To support the efficient use of the

area in the tool, expected results are supplied in a drop-down preference list for boolean

values (true/false) or as a text area for other non-boolean values (integers, doubles, etc.).

4. Percentage of the code coverage achieved by using the generated tests.

5. Diagnostic data concerning the time spent generating tests, memory usage, and state-space

size.

6. Optional step to compare expected values with the actual ones. Pressing the ”Validate Test

Items” switch drives the test data entries to be colored with green where the desired values

match the computed one and red where there is a mismatch. Any subsequent updates to the

expected test data will automatically correct the coloring of that entry.

The initial set of test inputs is helpful to create an initial test case set for fuzzing. Then, depending on

the scan cycle length, a variable number of inputs are generated within a specified time frame and

given, we can cover the code. CompleteTest uses white-box fuzzing, where the FBD internal structure is

analyzed to generate appropriate input values. We use a white-box fuzzing technique by using model

checking as the search engine and execution environment (by choosing Random-Depth Search in Figure

1.5). It executes an FBD with concrete random input values. The CompleteTest-based fuzzer can ensure

that these input values drive the program to a different FBD execution path, thus improving coverage.

Vulnerability Detection in FBD Programs

This scenario compares the expected values and computed values produced by the program. Let us

assume a typical fault in a program, corresponding to a removed negated signal that can keep an

output stuck at a certain value. Then we generated tests for both the original program. Random test

generation and fuzzing in CompleteTest are used to discover software security vulnerabilities. The goal

of running the FBD through a test generation campaign is to find bugs that violate the specified

security policy. For example, a simplistic security policy employed by CompleteTest is to test only

whether a generated sequence of test inputs—the test case— is crashing the system. Other policies

will be developed. The specific mechanism in CompleteTest that decides whether an FBD program

execution violates the security policy is called the CompleteTest vulnerability oracle.

Fault detection is calculated using mutation analysis. We used our FBD mutator tool implementation to

generate faulty versions of the FBD programs. Mutation testing is the technique of creating incorrect

program implementations to examine the fault detection ability of a test suite. A mutant is a new

program version created by slightly modifying the original program. For example, a mutant is made by

replacing an interface or block with another, negating a signal, or changing the value of a constant. The

execution of a test on the resulting mutant may create a different output as the original one, in which
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case we say that the test kills that mutant. A mutation score is calculated by automatically implanting

mutants to estimate the mutant detecting capacity of the written test. We compute the mutation score

using an output-only oracle (i.e., expected values for all of the test outputs) against the set of mutants.

The following mutation operators are used during mutation analysis: Logic Block Replacement

Operator, Comparison Block Replacement Operator, Arithmetic Block Replacement Operator, Negation

Insertion Operator, Value Replacement Operator, Timer Block Replacement Operator.

4.2. SEAFOX CODESYS Edition for Combinatorial Security Testing

Combinatorial testing (as one of the test objectives shown in the taxonomy from Section 2) can be used

for effective security testing. In VeriDevOps, modeling of vulnerabilities using a combinatorial approach

is specific to the industrial domain and the identification of factors triggering vulnerabilities is not an

easy task. The SEAFOX combinatorial testing tool has been developed in VeriDevOps and can take a

PLCopen XML file as an input that contains information about the program to be tested in the CODESYS

development environment4. Then the tool parses the file by extracting the needed information that will

be used to generate test cases, such as, the name of the input parameters and their respective data

types. Another option is to provide the parameters and data types in the tool manually. Further,

SEAFOX tool creates test cases by generating the inputs using one of the available algorithms

implemented in the tool: Random, Base choice, or Pairwise algorithm. These input values can then be

exported as comma-separated-values in a CSV file where each line is a new set of input parameters

representing a certain test case.

SEAFOX has a graphical user interface (GUI), as shown in Figure 1.6, where the user starts by loading a

folder with the desired program or function block stored as an XML file. Alternatively, the parameter

names and data types can be added manually. A limitation in the tool when importing an xml-file is

that the file only can contain one function block with input parameters. If it contains two or more

function blocks with input parameters, the tool will assume that all parameters can be combined in a

test case. After choosing the file to import, input variables from the file are transferred to the tool and

visualized in the middle container of Figure 1.6. Below this container, the user chooses which

combinatorial algorithm to use – Random choice, Base choice, or Pairwise. Then, a range for each

parameter as well as other additional information depending on the chosen algorithm needs to be set

before the test cases can be generated. The ranges specify the values each parameter can take and is

either a single value, a closed interval, or a combination of both. Examples of ranges and the notations

used in the tool:

● 7= a single value of only 7.

● 1_3 = a closed interval (1 and 3 are included).

● 1_3;7 = a combination of both.

4 https://www.codesys.com/
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Once all this is set, test cases can be generated and displayed in the right container. Lastly, the user can

export the test cases as a CSV-file by clicking the Save test button. An example of test cases generated

using Base choice is depicted in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6. Base choice test suite generated in SEAFOX. The test cases have three parameters of

integers, of which each has a range and base choice-value set as shown in the middle container in the

image. The generated test cases are located in the box to the right.

When the SEAFOX tool has generated test case input values, they are saved in a csv-file. To be able to

use these values for automated test case creation, SEAFOX is integrated with CODESYS by taking the

content of the csv-file into the respective test cases that would be created based on a template from

the previously exported PLCopen XML file from CODESYS. Test cases are executed using CfUnit tool.

Application to the case studies in the VeriDevOps project (1): SEAFOX is used on the ABB use case by

targeting the integration with CODESYS development environment during the unit and integration

testing for both functional and security testing. It focuses on prevention at the design level using FBD

IEC 61131-3 programs by the generation of test cases using combinatorial testing targeting the

combination of random testing and functional testing for detection of faulty behaviors prone to both

functional and security issues based on certain requirements.

The usage scenario of this tool is explained in the form of steps, as shown in Figure 1.7. After selecting

programs and specifying input ranges, the first step is to load these programs (written in FBD and ST

programming languages) into CODESYS IDE and then create the necessary test suites using CfUnit for

the FB that were to be tested (step 3). Each test suite is able to hold several test cases, where the input

parameters for those test cases were generated through the SEAFOX tool (step 4), and the expected
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outputs were provided manually. In the next step, the exported csv-file from SEAFOX and the file with

the test suite from CODESYS are processed within the script to create a new test suite containing test

cases with all test case inputs from the csv-file as a PLCopen XML file (step 5). This file was then

imported back to the CODESYS programming environment (step 6), where tests were executed with the

selected testing tool CfUnit (step 7).

Figure 1.7. An overview of the integrated toolchain for combinatorial test modelling

and test execution in CODESYS for IEC 61131-3 and its usage scenarios.

Test cases in CODESYS IDE were written following the instructions by CfUnit. CfUnit provides an

assertion method that checks if the condition in the assertion is True. If it is False, an assertion error is

created. One test case per test suite was created as a template that was later used with the script and

the exported file from SEAFOX to generate all the test cases for the test suite. All input variables in the

test case are initialized with a dummy value for enabling the script to set the test case inputs (see

Figure 1.8).
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Figure 1.8. A test case in CODESYS IDE. The input variables are initialized with a dummy value that will

later be replaced with a proper test case input through the execution of the script. An assertion that

compares the actual and expected result is used to measure coverage.

Application to the case studies in the VeriDevOps project (2): SEAFOX CODESYS Edition is an open

source tool5 that supports PLCOpen XML and *.EXP files to be imported from CODESYS. The supported

algorithms are Random, base-choice and pairwise. The source code of the test concretizer is available

in a GitHub repository.

For the merging process to begin, the user first needs to specify the names of the files used in the

script:

● The csv-file, holding all the input values

● The PLCopen XML file that will be parsed and used as a template for the new test case

creation.

● The output PLCopen XML file will be created holding all the newly generated test cases.

5 https://github.com/acn18/DVA331-SEAFOX-02
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Figure 1.9. Test Integration of SEAFOX with CfUnit for CODESYS.

In order to execute the script (see Figure 1.9), all the previously mentioned input files and the script

itself need to be located in the same file folder on the user's computer. Then the user needs to open

the Command Prompt and specify the path to this folder and run the script or simply open the

Windows PowerShell from the folder and run the python script using the python command. If the

execution of the script went as expected, the number of created test cases would be printed out on the

screen as well as the message of the successfully created .xml file.

Application to the case studies in the VeriDevOps project (3): We will further develop SEAFOX, by

developing an automated methodology for requirements discretizing the input space based on

functional requirements and devising attack models based on security requirements. In the end, the

goal is to identify one or more combinations of input parameter values that would definitely trigger a

vulnerability in the control software.

4.3. μUTA - a tool for model-based mutation testing

As discussed in previous sections, model-based testing (MBT) is an approach used to check whether

the implementation of a system conforms to its specification6. The specification is typically represented

as a behavior model and it is used for test design based on selected coverage criteria and test

generation algorithms. When the tests pass, one considers that the implementation under test (IUT)

6 MBT is one of the techniques that can be instantiated from the taxonomy for active testing tools presented
in Section 2 and 3.
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satisfies its specifications. If the tests fail, the error can originate either from the implementation (e.g,

programming mistake, misunderstanding of requirements) or from the specification (e.g., incomplete

or inconsistent specification, unclear requirements) and it has to be fixed accordingly.

However, in certain situations, one would like to evaluate how the IUT behaves when it is subject to

unexpected inputs, either unspecified or malicious, and a traditional approach for that was fuzz testing

[17]. Fuzz testing focuses mainly on generating invalid, unexpected or random inputs to computer

programs with the goal of testing their robustness and security [18]. In fuzz testing, the main focus is

on the input data to the program. However, testing how the program behaves when subject to correct

data inputs but in the wrong order is also important for detecting inconsistencies in either the

specification or in the implementation.

Specification mutation analysis is an approach used to design tests to evaluate the correctness and

consistency of the specification or of the program [19]. When the mutation analysis is applied to the

specification, a set of mutation operators create slightly altered versions of the specification, called

mutants. Tests will be generated from the mutated specification in order to assess whether the IUT is

accepting the tests. Accepting tests generated from a mutant specification successfully may indicate an

unexpected behavior of the implementation.

Based on the verdict of the tests generated from a mutant specification, we can consider the following

categories of mutants [20]:

● killed: the tests generated from a mutant specification fail against the implementation, under

the precondition that the tests generated from the original specification have passed. These

tests will basically confirm that the IUT does not conform to an incorrect specification;

● alive: all tests generated from the mutant specification pass against the IUT. Alive mutants can

be divided into two groups:

○ equivalent: The mutant specification manifests the same behavior as the original

model, even if they are syntactically different.

○ non-equivalent: The mutant specification does not have the same behavior as the

original model; however, all tests generated from the mutant pass against the IUT. This

indicates that the implementation is too permissive and is not able to detect invalid

input behavior.

Deploying specification mutation analysis in the context of model-based testing has been previously

referred to as model-based mutation testing (MBMT) [20].

μUTA is an in-house proof-of-concept tool developed at Åbo Akademi which automates the process of

model-based mutation testing. The tool takes input system specifications represented using UPPAAL

timed automata [21] like the one in Figure 1.10.
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Figure 1.10 Excerpt UPPAAL TA model of user (environment) interaction with a Blog (SUT)

UPPAAL models are specified as a closed network of timed automata with shared variables, clocks and

actions. Each automaton consists of a set of locations and edges with guards and clock updates.

Synchronizations among channels are implemented via channels denoted with “!” for emitting and

with “?” for receiving.

Figure 1.11 Model-based mutation process with the μUTA tool
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The general approach implemented by the tool is described in Figure 1.11. A model of the system is

created using UPPAAL Timed Automata (TA) and used for online conformance testing using the UPPAAL

TRON test generator [22] against the implementation under test. If any errors are detected, they are

fixed either in the implementation or in the model, and the process is repeated until all tests pass. This

ensures that the IUT conforms to its specification, in this case, the original UPPAAL model.

The resulting UPPAAL model is used as input to the μUTA tool, which performs the following steps:

- generates mutants by applying a number of predefined mutation operators on the given

UPPAAL model. These mutation operators have been discussed and evaluated in [23], [24].

Examples of mutation operators for UPPAAL TA are shown in Figure 1.12. For each application

of a mutant to a suitable model fragment. The resulting mutants are also UPPAAL TA models

that may exhibit different observable behavior than the original model.

Figure 1.12 Example of mutation operators implemented in μUTA tool [25]
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- eliminates invalid mutants (including those that are syntactically incorrect) by applying a set of

reachability rules for the mutated model fragments.

- eliminates equivalent mutants by checking if a mutant is weakly bisimilar (wrt externally

observable behavior) with the original model.

- generates and executes online tests from non-equivalent mutants against the IUT using

UPPAAL TRON. The same test adapter as in the preliminary conformance testing phase is used

to intermediate between the abstract and the physical communication (see Figure 1.13). Each

test session is executed for a predefined period of time or until an error is discovered. If no

error was discovered in the specified period, the mutant is considered as alive.

Figure 1.13 Test setup for the UPPAAL TRON framework [22]

- returns the list of alive mutants and the corresponding test traces.

At the moment, the analysis of the alive mutants is performed manually by the test engineer.

The approach has been applied in the past for testing the robustness [23] and security [26] of web

services. The results showed that the model-based mutation testing approach was able to detect

additional errors that were not detected by the traditional online model-based conformance testing

approach.

Application to the case studies in the VeriDevOps project: We plan to apply the μUTA tool to both

case studies for security testing of PLC components and, respectively, for testing RESTful Web APIs.

5. Conclusions

This initial deliverable reports on initial technologies for test generation used in VeriDevOps. The main

focus in this deliverable will be on technologies for verifying that the implementation satisfies certain

security properties specified in the design phase. In addition, it reports on the tools for generating and

measuring the quality of the tests at the code level. The generic test generation process and the

presented taxonomy helps to clarify the main characteristics of the automated test generation area

and show the possible alternatives and directions of active tools for prevention developed in

VeriDevOps towards software security. This information can classify test generation tools and help
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testers or users understand which approaches fit their specific needs most closely. Automated test case

generation has matured and large-scale deployments of this technology are underway in many

industries. Given the myriad of approaches available, the tools and the taxonomy presented in this

deliverable are of high value for both researchers and practitioners working in software security

testing. Its application in research and practice will result in continuous validation and refinement of

the taxonomy. In this initial version of this deliverable, we outline three tools for active prevention:

CompleteTest (random testing and fuzzing based on model checking for detecting software

vulnerabilities), SEAFOX (combinatorial security testing) and μUTA (model-based mutation testing for

robustness and security testing).
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